dynamic systems. Recently, fuzzy timed Petri net (FTPN) (Pedrycz & Camargo, 2003) has been presented to solve these modeling problems. As a kind of reasoning and learning ability, fuzzy reasoning in FTPN can be considered as supporting autonomous judging or reasoning ability in MAS. In order to solve the reasoning ability and other modeling problems in large-scale MAS, fuzzy timed object-oriented Petri net (FTOPN) (Xu & Jia, 2005) is proposed on the base of TOPN (Xu & Jia, 2006) and FTPN (Pedrycz & Camargo, 2003) . In FTOPN, agent can be modeled as one FTOPN object with autonomy, situatedness and sociality. However, in FTOPN every agent should be modeled from common FTOPN objects. To model CMRS-"one of the typical MAS" needs generic FTOPN agent objects on the base of active objects (Guessoum & Briot, 1999) . This chapter proposes a high level PN called fuzzy timed agent based Petri net (FTAPN) on the base of FTOPN (Xu & Jia, 2005) . As one of the typical active objects, ACTALK object is modeled by FTOPN and is introduced into FTAPN, which is used as one generic agent object in FTAPN. The aim of FTAPN is to solve the agent or CMRS modeling ability problem and construct a bridge between MAS models and their implementations. This chapter is organized as the following. Section 2 reviews the relative preliminary notations of active objects, TOPN and FTOPN quickly. Section 3 extends FTOPN to FTAPN on the base of ACTALK model. Section 4 discusses the learning which is important for representing dynamic behaviors in CMRS. Section 5 uses FTAPN to model one CMRS in the wafer etching procedure of circuit industry and makes some modeling analysis to demonstrate its benefits in modeling MAS. Finally, the conclusion and future work can be found in section 6.
Preliminary Notations
In this section, the basic concepts of ACTALK are firstly reviewed. Then the definitions of TOPN are introduced quickly. Finally, the concepts of FTOPN are reviewed formally.
ACTALK 2.1.1 Active Objects (Guessoum & Briot, 1999)
Object-oriented concurrent programming (OOCP) is one of the most appropriate and promising technologies for implementing or realizing agent based systems or MAS. Combining the agent concept and the object-oriented paradigm leads to the notion of agent-oriented programming (Shoham, 1993) . The uniformity of objects' communication mechanisms provides facilities for implementing agent communication, and the concept of encapsulating objects or encapsulation support combining various agent granularities. Furthermore, the inheritance mechanism enables knowledge specialization and factorization. The concept of an active object has been presented, which makes it possible to integrate an object and activity (namely a thread or process). It also provides some degree of autonomy for objects in that it does not rely on external resources for activation. Thus, it provides a good basis for implementing agent based systems or MAS. However, similar to common objects in Object-oriented systems, an active object's behavior still remains procedural and only reacts to message requests. More generally, the main feature of agent-based systems or MAS is autonomous. Agents should be able to complete tasks autonomously. That's to say, agents must be able to perform numerous functions or activities without external intervention over extended time periods. In order to achieve autonomy, adding to an active object a function that controls message reception and processing by considering its internal state is one of effective realization methods (Briot, 1996) (Maruichi et al., 1990 ). On one hand, for modelling and realizing MAS, there are two basic questions regarding how to build a bridge between implementing and modelling MAS requirements (Castelfranchi, 1995) (Gasser, 1992) . On the other hand, the facilities and techniques OOCP provides (Gasser & Briot, 1992) :
• How can a generic structure define an autonomous agent's main features? • How do we accommodate the highly structured OOCP model in this generic structure? The active-object (or actor) concept has been introduced to describe a set of entities that cooperate and communicate through message passing. This concept brings the benefits of object orientation (for example, modularity and encapsulation) to distributed environments and provides object-oriented languages with some of the characteristics of open systems (Agha & Hewitt, 1985) . Based on these characteristics, various active object models have been proposed (Yonezawa & Tokoro, 1987) , and to facilitate implementing active-object systems, several frameworks have been proposed. Actalk is one example. When Actalk is used to model and realize the MAS, there still exist the following shortcomings:
• Active object is not an autonomous agent. It only manifests the procedural actions.
• Although active object can communicate, they do not own the ability to reduce the decision to communicate or order other active objects.
•
If one active object has not received the information from other active objects. It is still in none-active state. In order to overcome the shortcomings mentioned above, the concept of active object has been proposed and a general agent framework (Shoham, 1993) (Maruichi et al., 1990 ). An universal agent architecture has also been proposed so as to fulfil the modelling requirements of MAS (Gasser & Briot, 1992) , which can be used to model and analyze MAS deeply. For either agent-based systems or MAS, the method mostly is on the base of active objects. So in this chapter, the concept of active object is firstly reviewed quickly.
ACTALK (Guessoum & Briot, 1999)
One of the typical active objects is Actalk. Actalk is a framework for implementing and computing various active-object models into a single programming environment based on Smalltalk, which is an object-oriented programming language. Actalk implements asynchronism, a basic principle of active-object languages, by queuing the received messages into a mailbox, thus dissociating message reception from interpretation. In Actalk, an active object is composed of three component classes (see Fig. 1 ), which are instances of the classes.
• Address encapsulates the active object's mailbox. It defines how to receive and queue messages for later interpretation.
• Activity represents the active object's internal activity and provides autonomy to the actor. It has a Smalltalk process and continuously removes messages from the mailbox, and the behavior component interprets the messages.
• ActiveObject represents the active object's behavior-that is, how individual messages are interpreted.
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To build an active object with Actalk, we must describe its behavior as a standard Smalltalk (OOCP) object. The active object using that behavior is created by sending the message active to the behavior: active "Creates an active object with self as corresponding behavior" ^self activity: self activityClass address: self addressClass Figure 1 . Components of an Actalk active object
The activityClass and addressClass methods represent the default component classes for creating the activity and address components (along the factory method design pattern). To configure the framework of Actalk means to define the components of its sub-classes. That's to say, it lets users to define special active object models. So Actalk is the basis to model agent based systems or MAS.
Timed Object-oriented Petri net (TOPN)
Formally TOPN is a four-tuple (OIP, ION, DD, SI), where (OIP,ION,DD) is an ordinary object Petri net-"HOONet" (Hong & Bae, 2000) and SI associates a static (firing) temporal interval SI: {o}→ [a, b] with each object o, where a and b are rationals in the range 0≤a≤b≤+∞, with b≠+∞. The four parts in TOPN have different function roles. Object identification place (OIP) is a unique identifier of a class. Internal timed object net (ION) is a net to depict the behaviors (methods) of a class. Data dictionary (DD) declares the attributes of a class in TOPN. And static time interval function (SI) binds the temporal knowledge of a class in TOPN. There are two kinds of places in TOPN. They are common places (represented as circles with thin prim) and abstract places (represented as circles with bold prim). Abstract places are also associated with a static time interval. Because at this situation, abstract places represent not only firing conditions, but also the objects with their own behaviors. So, abstract places (TABP) in TOPN also need to be associated with time intervals. One problem to be emphasized is that the tokens in abstract places need to have two colors at least. Before the internal behaviors of an abstract place object are fired, the color of tokens in it is one color (represented as hollow token in this paper). However, after fired, the color becomes the other one (represented as liquid token in this paper). At this time, for the following transitions, it is just actually enabled. There are three kinds of transitions in TOPN. The The state of TOPN (Extended States-"ES") is a 3-tuple, where ES=(M, I, path) consists of a marking M, a firing interval vector I and an execution path. According to the initial marking M 0 and the firing rules mentioned above, the following marking at any time can be calculated. The vector--"I" is composed of the temporal intervals of enabled transitions and TABPs, which are to be fired in the following states. The dimension of I equals to the number of enabled transitions and TABPs at the current state. The firing interval of every enabled transition or TABP can be got according to the calculation formula of EFT and LFT in TOPN (Xu & Jia, 2006) . For enabling rules in TOPN, two different situations exist. A transition t in TOPN is said to be enabled at the current state (M, I, path), if each input place p of t contains at least the number of solid tokens equal to the weight of the directed arcs connecting p to t in the marking M. If the TABP object is marked with a hollow token, it is enabled. At this time, its ION is enabled. After the ION has been fired, the tokens in TABP are changed into solid ones. An object o is said to be fireable in state (M, I, path) if it is enabled, and if it is legal to fire o next. This will be true if and only if the EFT of o is less than or equal to the LFT of all other enabled transitions. Of course, even with strong time semantics, o's being fireable in state (M, I, path) does not necessarily mean that t will fire in the time interval I.
Fuzzy Timed Object-oriented Petri net (FTOPN)
Similar to FTPN (Xu & Jia, 2005-1) , fuzzy set concepts are introduced into TOPN (Xu & Jia, 2006) . Then FTOPN is proposed, which can describe fuzzy timing effect in dynamic systems. (Hong & Bae, 2000) and TOPN (Xu & Jia, 2006 (Hong & Bae, 2000) and TOPN (Xu & Jia, 2006) . 4. SI is a static time interval binding function, SI: {OIP}→Q*, where Q* is a set of time intervals. 5. R: {OIP} → r, where r is a specific threshold. 6. I is a function of the time v. It evaluates the resulting degree of the abstract object firing. □ Definition 2: An internal object net structure of TOPN, ION = (P,T,A,K,N,G,E,F,M 0 ) 1. P and T are finite sets of places and transitions with time restricting conditions attached respectively. 2. A is a finite set of arcs such that P∩T=P∩A=T∩A=Φ. 3. K is a function mapping from P to a set of token types declared in DD. 4. N, G, and E mean the functions of nodes, guards, and arc expressions, respectively. The results of these functions are the additional condition to restrict the firing of transitions. So they are also called additional restricting conditions. 5. F is a special arc from any transitions to OIP, and notated as a body frame of ION. 6. M 0 is a function giving an initial marking to any place the same as those in HOONet (Hong & Bae, 2000) and TOPN (Xu & Jia, 2006) . □ Definition 3: A set of places in TOPN is defined as P=PIP TABP, where 1. Primary place PIP is a three-tuple: PIP =(P,R,I), where
• P is the set of common places similar to those in PN (Murata, 1989) (Peterson, 1991) . 2. Timed abstract place (TABP) is a six-tuple: TABP= TABP(pn, refine state, action, SI, R, I), where • pn is the identifier of the abstract timed place.
• refine state is a flag variable denoting whether this abstract place has been refined or not.
• action is the static reaction imitating the internal behavior of this abstract place.
• SI, R and I are the same as those in Definition 1. Definition 4: A set of transitions in TOPN can be defined as T= TPIT TABT TCOT, where 1. Timed primitive transition TPIT = TPIT (BAT, SI), where
• BAT is the set of common transitions. • tn is the name of TCOT.
• target is a flag variable denoting whether the behavior of this TCOT has been modeled or not. If target="Yes", it has been modeled. Otherwise, if target="No", it has not been modeled yet.
• comm type is a flag variable denoting the communication type. If comm type ="SYNC", then the communication transition is synchronous one. Otherwise, if comm type="ASYN", it is an asynchronous communication transition. 4. SI is the same as that in Definition 1. 5. refine state and action are the same as those in Definition 3. Similar to those in FTPN (Xu & Jia, 2005-1) , the object t fires if the foregoing objects come with a nonzero marking of the tokens; the level of firing is inherently continuous. The level of firing (z(v)) assuming values in the unit interval is governed by the following expression:
where T (or t) denotes a t-norm while "s" stands for any s-norm. "v" is the time instant immediately following v'. More specifically, x i (v) denotes a level of marking of the i th place. The weight w i is used to quantify an input coming from the i th place. The threshold r i expresses an extent to which the corresponding place's marking contributes to the firing of the transition. The implication operator (→) expresses a requirement that a transition fires if the level of tokens exceeds a specific threshold (quantified here by r i ). Once the transition has been fired, the input places involved in this firing modify their markings that is governed by the expression
(Note that the reduction in the level of marking depends upon the intensity of the firing of the corresponding transition, z(v).) Owing to the t-norm being used in the above expression, the marking of the input place gets lowered. The output place increases its level of tokens following the expression:
The s-norm is used to aggregate the level of firing of the transition with the actual level of tokens at this output place. This way of aggregation makes the marking of the output place increase. The FTOPN model directly generalizes the Boolean case of TOPN and OPN. In other words, if x i (v) and w i assume values in {0, 1} then the rules governing the behavior of the net are the same as those encountered in TOPN.
Agent Objects and Fuzzy Timed Agent Based Petri Nets
The active object concept (Guessoum & Briot, 1999) has been proposed to describe a set of entities that cooperate and communicate through message passing. To facilitate implementing active object systems, several frameworks have been proposed. ACTALK is www.intechopen.com one of the typical examples. ACTALK is a framework for implementing and computing various active object models into one object-oriented language realization. ACTALK implements asynchronism, a basic principle of active object languages, by queuing the received messages into a mailbox, thus dissociating message reception from interpretation. In ACTALK, an active object is composed of three component classes: address, activity and activeObject (Guessoum & Briot, 1999) . ACTALK model is the basis of constructing active object models. However, active object model is the basis of constructing multi-agent system model or agent-based system model. So, as the modeling basis, ACTALK has been extended to different kinds of high-level agent models. Because of this, ACTALK is modeled in Fig.4 by FTOPN.
In Fig.4 , OIP is the describer of the ACTALK model and also represents as the communication address. One communication transition is used to represent as the behavior of message reception. According to the communication requirements, it may be synchronous or asynchronous. If the message has been received, it will be stored in the corresponding mail box, which is one first in and first out queue. If the message has been received, the next transition will be enabled immediately. So mail box is modeled as abstract place object in FTAPN. If there are messages in the mail box, the following transition will be enabled and fired. After the following responding activity completes, some active behavior will be conducted according to the message. Fig.4 has described the ACTALK model based on FTOPN on the macroscopical level. The detailed definition or realization of the object "Activity" and "Behavior" can be defined by FTOPN in its parent objects in the lower level. The FTOPN model of ACTALK can be used as the basic agent object to model agent based systems. That is to say, if the agent based model-ACTALK model is used in the usual FTOPN modeling procedure, FTOPN has been extended to agent based modeling methodology. So it is called fuzzy timed agent based Petri net (FTAPN).
Learning in Fuzzy Timed Agent Based Petri Nets
The parameters of FTAPN are always given beforehand. In general, however, these parameters may not be available and need to be estimated just like those in FTPN (Xu & Jia, www.intechopen.com
2005-1). The estimation is conducted on the base of some experimental data concerning marking of input and output places. The marking of the places is provided as a discrete time series. More specifically we consider that the marking of the output place(s) is treated as a collection of target values to be followed during the training process. As a matter of fact, the learning is carried out in a supervised mode returning to these target data. The connections of the FTOPN (namely weights w i and thresholds r i ) as well as the time decay factors α i are optimized (or trained) so that a given performance index Q becomes minimized. The training data set consists of (a) initial marking of the input places x i (0),…,x n (0) and (b) target values-markings of the output place that are given in a sequence of discrete time moments, that is target(0), target(1),…, target(K). In FTAPN, the performance index Q under discussion assumes the form of Eq.(4).
where the summation is taken over all time instants (k =1, 2,… , K). The crux of the training in FTOPN models follows the general update formula in Eq. (5) being applied to the parameters:
where γ is a learning rate and ∇ param Q denotes a gradient of the performance index taken with respect to all parameters of the net (here we use a notation param to embrace all parameters in FTOPN to be trained).
In the training of FTOPN models, marking of the input places is updated according to Eq.(6):
where T i (k) is the temporal decay. And T i (k) complies with the form in Eq. (7). In what follows, the temporal decay is modeled by an exponential function,
The level of firing of the place can be computed as Eq. (8):
The successive level of tokens at the output place and input places can be calculated as that in Eq. (9):
We assume that the initial marking of the output place y(0) is equal to zero, y(0)=0. The derivatives of the weights w i are computed as the form in Eq.(9):
where i=1,2,…, n. Note that y(k+1)=y(k)sz(k).
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A Modeling Example

A CMRS Model
In the etching tools, usually there is a Brooks Marathon Express (MX) (Lee & Lee, 2004) CMRS platform made up of two transferring robots. These two cooperative robots are up to complete transferring one unprocessed wafer from the input lock to the chamber and fetch the processed wafer to the output lock. Any robot can be used to complete the transferring task at any time. If one robot is up to transfer one new wafer, the other will conduct the other fetching task. They will not conflict with each other. Fig. 5 depicts this CMRS FTAPN model, where two agent objects (ACTALK) are used to represent these two cooperative robots. Fig.5 (a) has depicted the whole FTAPN model. The agent object-"ACTALK" is used to represent every robot model. Different thresholds are used to represent the firing level of the behavior conducted by the corresponding robot (agent). They also satisfy the unitary requirements and change according to the fuzzy decision in the behavior of every agent in Fig.5 (b) . In the model of Fig.5 (b) , three communication transition objects are used to represent the behavior for getting different kinds of system states. These states include the state of the other robot, its own goal and its current state, which can be required by the conductions of the communication transitions tA1, tA2 and tA3. When one condition has been got, the following place will be marked. In order to make control decisions (transition object tA4) in time, all of these state parameters are required in the prescriptive time interval. However, the parameter arrival times complies with the rule in Fig.5 (a) . The other two kinds of information comply with that in Fig.5 (b) . After the decision, a new decision www.intechopen.com command with the conduction probability will be sent in this relative interval and it also affects which behavior (transfer or fetch) will be conducted by updating the threshold in Fig.5 (a) . 
Application Analysis
Application Aspects of FTAPN
Owing to the nature of the facet of temporal knowledge, fuzzy sets and object-oriented concepts in this extension of PN, they become viable models in a wide range of engineering problem augmenting the already existing high level Petri nets, cf. (Hong & Bae, 2000) (Xu & Jia, 2005-1) . Two main and commonly categories of models are worth elaborating here.
Models of Multi-agent Systems
The multi-agent paradigm and subsequently a variety of models are omnipresent in a number of areas. In a nutshell, in spite of the existing variety of improved models, it still lacks of a powerful modeling method, which can bridge the gap between model and practical implementations. Petri nets come with objects, temporal knowledge and fuzzy sets can use active objects to model generic agents with situatedness, autonomy and flexible. This helps us to use the object to reduce the complexity of MAS systems and the dynamic learning and decision to support the autonomy of agents.
Models of Complex Real-time Systems
In models of complex real-time systems as usually encountered in industrial practice, the scale of the system module may be too complicated to be analyzed and the readings of different system state or sensors may be available at different time. The former may lead to the state explosion, while the latter needs adjustment of relevance of the information gathered at different time scales. The object models with temporal information degradation (aging) helps to abstract complicated model and quantify the confidence of the inferred results.
Conclusions and Future Work
CMRS is a kind of usual manufacturing equipments in manufacturing industries. In order to model, analyze and simulate this kind of systems, this chapter proposes fuzzy timed agent based Petri net (FTAPN) on the base of FTOPN (Xu & Jia, 2005-1) and FTPN (Pedrycz & Camargo, 2003) . In FTAPN, one of the active objects-ACTALK is introduced and used as the basic agent object to model CMRS, which is a typical MAS. Every abstract object in FTOPN can be trained and reduced independently according to the modeling and analysis requirements for OO concepts supported in FTOPN. The validity of this modeling method has been used to model Brooks CMRS platform in etching tools. The FTAPN can not only model complex MAS, but also be refined into the object-oriented implementation easily. It has provided a methodology to overcome the development problems in agent-oriented software engineering. At the same time, it can also be regarded as a conceptual and practical artificial intelligence (AI) tool for integrating MAS into the mainstream practice of software development. State analysis needs to be studied in the future. An extended State Graph (Xu & Jia, 2005-2) has been proposed to analyze the state change of TOPN models. With the temporal fuzzy sets introduced into FTAPN, the certainty factor about object firing (state changing) needs to be considered in the state analysis.
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